
Workstore Ltd. is India’s largest office products company serving businesses of all sizes since it’s
inception in early 2007. We help our customers save on spends by consolidating them on our
platform, creating visibility and control whilst driving economies of scale. RLT, our Lighting
division was incepted in 1986 and remains one of the flagship brands in the Indian commercial
lighting industry. Our Sustainable Facility Automation services include exclusive tie up with
renowned brands Dyson and Elkay. 

We are a publicly incorporated company with 10 distribution centers covering 90% of the pin
codes across India. We operate a central warehouse and lighting assembly set up near
Bhiwandi in Thane, Maharashtra along with a PAN India presence for Sales and Installation. We
have a tie up with NABL accredited lab for testing lighting performance of fixtures and are in
the process of procuring BIS, ISO and IP certifications. 
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REFER EARN

Share Workstore's lighting
and/or Facility

Automation solutions
with your audience and

we'll handle the rest.

Join hundreds of others
earning with the

Workstore Extra Income
Programme.

Earn a minimum of
3% of the bill and a
fixed referral bonus

on both order
creation and delivery
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Frequently Asked Questions

     How does the Partnership Program work?
You can refer your audience/customers looking
for lighting solutions and or Facility Automation

solutions to Workstore, and we will work on
converting your leads

     How do I earn in this Programme?
When you join this premier program,
you earn on every qualified referral,

order creation and delivery. 

     How much do I earn?
Our partners earn a referral bonus of Rs. 500/- on
every qualified lead. Also, you gain an additional
Rs. 1500/- on order creation and a minimum of

3% of the order value on delivery. 

     When do I get my money?    
All our payments are cleared monthly.

However, we do consider specific
payment terms in exceptional cases.

     What kind of support do I get?   
We value our partners and thus, offer regular

training, dedicated support, timely payout and full
support to earn more!
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Our Growing list of Affiliates include all kinds of Professionals & Business owners


